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Comments I am seriously concerned about a number of points. 
1. The traffic.  The survey report that was submitted for this was done during covid when the roads 
were uncharacteristically quiet.  Has anyone looked at the data if RTAs during the last land fill by biffa 
in this area? The numbers were huge. This has not been submitted in to the report (conveniently) 
2. The application states rock rd as the nearest school. This is False information. The nearest school is 
Washington and many kids travel to school on this route! 
3. That this "inert" waste will be self governed!!???  Seriously, providing the odd spot check gives me 
no confidence that what is going into the quarry is safe.  Dudmans have a VERY chequered history 
when it comes to reputation! 
4.  Water contamination. We already know that the water is being contaminated from the last landfill. 
This is a serious issue, it's a precious resource and we cannot risk contamination further . 
The tunnel running under the road . When this blocked off (to avoid contamination) after the last 
landfill , it was closed "never to be reopened" I understand this is being considered as being reopened 
? Surely this is illegal!!?? 
The fact that so many things were omitted from the submission speaks volumes (school and nearby 
houses not on there) 
Surveys on the ponds were sketchy and the detrimental impact on this AOOB is horrendous! 
Coupled with the fact the public were given 4weeks during holiday time to read and respond to this 
enourmous document I'm sure is no coincidence. 
I have huge concerns over traffic, noise, water pollution and destruction to many endangered and 
protected species. 
On top of the fact that previous sites have never been completed as promised (reason given was "not 
enough inert waste"!!!!) you couldn't make this stuff up. 
All because no money was put aside for restoration when the quarry was being mined (another broken 
promise !) 
Now an already vulnerable community is left trying to object to something which should never have 
come up as an issue had it managed properly in the first place. 
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